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Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles and NAFTA’s         
Rule-of-Origin Clause
CHRISTINE HOGAN-BERISHA and PARKER 
MERRITT
One of the most vocal opponents to the Trump Administration’s proposed changes to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is the automobile 
industry because of the impact they will have on 
the established rule-of-origin clause. The clause sets 
eligibility rules for free trade within the NAFTA region 
based on the percentage of a traded good’s components 
that derive from the NAFTA region. Our perspective 
on the issue is taken from the viewpoint of the Fiat 
Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) Corporation. President 
Donald Trump plans to increase the minimum required 
percentage of U.S. components from approximately 
60% to 85%, to which the established automotive 
industry will not be able to adapt without sweeping 
and costly supply-chain and infrastructure overhauls. 
The Canadian Transport Minister has even begun 
open dialog with Michigan’s Governor to emphasize 
Canada’s concern over endangering the longstanding, 
highly integrated auto industry and supply chain 
connecting the two nations. This essay evaluates FCA’s 
current performance; it scans, assesses, and analyzes 
strategic factors to propose the best strategies for the 
company in the face of the proposed changes to the 
rule-of-origin clause.1 The Trump Administration’s 
position on NAFTA is widely criticized and if achieved 
will completely disrupt the auto industry and supply 
chain across the NAFTA member states. It has already 
created uncertainty among automakers, and many had 
to make swift changes to their business decisions in the 
wake of Trump’s 2016 election. Whatever happens with 
President Trump’s attempts to overhaul NAFTA, it is 
clear that there will be winners and losers. As it stands, 
the majority of automakers, including FCA, would say 
that there are more winners under the current NAFTA 
than they expect to be with Trump’s plan.  
In an age where globalism rules, NAFTA fits 
right in. NAFTA is the result of decades of slow progress 
away from America’s isolationist stance on trade since 
World War II. Its passage in 1994 created the largest 
free market existing at that time by opening the trade 
borders between Canada, the United States, and Mexico. 
NAFTA is a multilateral trade agreement that allows for 
the flow of goods and services between the three member 
states with minimal obstruction in terms of tariffs or 
excessive regulations. In its 24 years, the American 
economy has adapted everything from manufacturing 
to agriculture to commodities, and even its services, 
to exploit its benefits of NAFTA. It is strongly favored 
by entities such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 
most conservative politicians, and virtually the entire 
automobile industry.
The automobile industry is extremely difficult 
to enter due to significant barriers such as capital 
requirements, supply chains, logistics, labor, and legal 
 1  Editors’ note. This essay was written in early Spring 2018, 
months before the October 2018 conclusion of negotiations 
resulting in the United States-Mexico-Canada Trade Agreement 
(USMCA), the successor to the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA). This scholarship provides scholarly insight 
into the subject that was available at that moment.
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and regulatory issues. There are dozens of competitors 
across the NAFTA region and overall the industry 
has been growing steadily in the United States and 
globally. The automobile industry has tailored nearly 
every component of its existence to take advantage 
of the current NAFTA. Manufacturing, operations, 
sales and distribution are all strategically located and 
essentially the entire automobile industry supply chain 
is configured to maximize profits under the existing 
conditions (Howes, 2018). The largest potential 
disruption to this is the threat of change to the rule-of-
origin clause.
The rule-of-origin clause sets the required 
percentage of a vehicle’s components that must originate 
in the NAFTA region in order to avoid tariffs. At 
present, 62.5% of the net cost of a passenger car or 
light truck must originate from one of the NAFTA 
member states. The Trump Administration’s proposal is 
to raise that requirement to 85% of the net cost of the 
vehicle (Siekierska, 2017). In addition, it is proposing 
to mandate that 50% of the vehicle’s content originate 
specifically from the United States by placing stricter 
regulations on individual components’ country-of-origin 
certificates. Presently, the country-of-origin certificates 
do not receive as high a level of scrutiny. What the 
Trump Administration proposes is a serious concern for 
suppliers who fear that their materials will not meet the 
new requirements.
Our analysis is based on a review of current 
and historical news articles from established news 
sources, government websites, and peer-reviewed 
scholarly articles. All sources consistently report that 
the automobile industry, including FCA, is not in favor 
of altering the rule-of-origin clause (O’Grady, 2017). 
Repeatedly, it is reported that the proposed changes 
would result in extreme disruptions to the automobile 
industry’s highly integrated supply chain network, 
producing increased automobile prices for consumers 
across the NAFTA region (Vieira and Shaefer Munoz, 
2018). The Wall Street Journal Editorial Board stated 
that ultimately the changes would cause substantial 
damage to the United States’ trade reputation and 
potentially spark a trade war with its closest neighbors. 
In the case of FCA, no source reports that CEO Sergio 
Marchionne2 or top management are in favor of any of 
the proposed changes to NAFTA. However, there were 
numerous examples where the CEO expressed loud 
opposition to Trump’s NAFTA proposals and strong 
support for the existing NAFTA. He emphasized that 
changes would hurt the autoworkers and result in higher 
prices for consumers. This sentiment is echoed by the 
majority of FCA’s competitors’ executives.
A look at FCA’s recent past and present 
performance helps us to understand why. In 2009, 
failing American auto manufacturer Chrysler Group 
LLC filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy and ownership of 
the company was split between the United Auto Workers 
Pension Fund, Fiat, the U.S. government, and the 
Canadian government. Over the next few years under 
the leadership of CEO Marchionne, Fiat slowly acquired 
the majority ownership of the company and announced 
that FIAT and Chrysler Group LLC would merge into a 
new holding Company called Fiat Chrysler Automobiles 
(FCA) (Vellequette, 2018). Founded in October 2014, it 
is comprised of several automotive brands (Arbarth, Alfa 
Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat, Fiat Professional, Jeep, 
2 Editor’s note.  Since the writing of this essay, Sergio Marchionne 
has passed away. He died on 25 July 2018 (www.bloomberg.com, 
25 July 2018).
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Lancia, Maserati, Mopar, Ram, and SRT) and a few 
component and production brands (Comau, Magneti 
Marelli, and Teksid). According to its website, FCA’s 
most profitable brands are Jeep and Ram (“About Us”).
FCA is the seventh-largest automobile 
manufacturer in the world in terms of revenue, and 
the eight-largest automobile manufacturer in terms 
of production units. It has roughly 15 major global 
competitors: Ford, GM, BMW, VW, Mercedes, Volvo, 
Toyota, Nissan, Hyundai-Kai, Subaru, Honda, Mazda, 
Tesla, Jaguar-Land Rover, and Mitsubishi. It is not a 
major global supplier of automobile parts. 
FCA’s current liquidity ratio - measuring its ability to 
satisfy its short-term debts using short-term assets - is 
0.77 and slightly decreased over the three-year period 
ending 31 December 2017 (see Table 1). In this time, 
CEO Marchionne aggressively paid down massive 
amounts of long-term debt that was on the balance 
sheet using cash on hand (Vellequette, 2018). FCA’s 
cash over that same period decreased by $10B to satisfy 
those long-term debts, while their short-term debts only 
increased by $4B. Analysts predict that though FCA 
does not have as much cash on hand as its competitors 
such as Ford or Toyota, FCA will outperform Ford in 
2018 partly because of the better financial position it has 
achieved under CEO Marchionne (Lawrence, 2018).
FCA’s net profit margin (the amount of after-
tax profit per each dollar of revenue written as a 
percentage) is 3.15%, and was on the rise over the three 
years presented in the table. Analysts have been pleased 
by FCA’s performance and it is notable that its profit 
margins have been more stable than its competitors’ over 
this period (Lawrence, 2018). FCA’s net profit margin is 
predicted to increase rapidly again in 2018, even though 
CEO Marchionne has announced his retirement at the 
end of this year. He will be leaving the corporation in a 
strong financial position.
The return on equity ratio (ROE) is one of 
the ratios that investors care about the most. It is a 
profitability ratio showing how much profit a company 
generates with its shareholder’s money.3 FCA’s ROE for 
the period ending in December 2017 was 17.40%. Since 
its founding, FCA’s ROEs have been rapidly increasing 
year after year, a pattern attributable to Marchionne’s 
strong leadership and the success of the company’s Jeep 
and Ram brands.
Industry Analysis: FCA’s Opportunities and Threats
The External Factor Analysis Summary (EFAS) Table 
organizes the relevant opportunities and threats that 
FCA faces as the Trump Administration reconsiders 
NAFTA and the rule-of-origin clause. The Table allows 
us assess specific factors in terms of weight. An average 
company would receive a score of 3.0. FCA’s score (see 
below) is 3.81, which demonstrates that it is responding 
well to the factors and performing slightly above the 
average company in the automobile industry. Five major 
opportunities and six major threats are identified and 
analyzed below.
The first opportunity (O1) for FCA is the 
existing domestic and global demand for high-margin 
SUVs (Bartosiak, 2018). The demand for traditional 
passenger cars is diminishing and FCA’s present vehicle 
lineup matches this scenario perfectly (Lawrence, 2018). 
FCA’s second opportunity (O2) is the rise of global 
demand for its Jeep and Ram brands. Jeep is one of 
3 The ROE is calculated by dividing the net income figure by the 
average stockholder equity. 
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Table 2: External Factor Analysis Summary – FCA and NAFTA
Table 1:  Financial Ratios calculated from Yahoo Finance, 2018
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the world’s most recognized brands because it has been 
used since World War II by the United States Armed 
Forces in missions all over the world. Additionally, Ram 
trucks have a favorable reputation compared to their 
competitors. The third opportunity (O3) available for 
FCA to exploit is its extensive and established cross-
border manufacturing and distribution network. FCA 
has a highly integrated and interdependent supply chain 
network throughout the NAFTA region, as well as South 
America, Europe, and Asia, built on longstanding trade 
agreements between nations, suppliers, and buyers. 
The existing NAFTA is FCA’s fourth opportunity 
(O4), simply because the entire auto industry has 
evolved to thrive under this system. FCA, and 
automakers in general, are betting that time and reality 
are on their side and that the existing NAFTA will 
survive the Trump Administration’s threats to alter or 
dismantle it (Howes, 2018). It is a reasonable position to 
take since a disruption of the status quo would severely 
hurt Trump’s political voter base most of all. The last 
opportunity (O5) identified for FCA is its partnership 
with Waymo, the former Google car company. Due to 
its smaller size, FCA does not have the budget to allow 
for unlimited or significant investment in necessary R & 
D to develop internally electric, hybrid, or self-driving 
technology. Through its partnership with Waymo, FCA 
aims to convert its Chrysler Pacifica into a self-driving 
vehicle in the near future (Bomey and Lawrence, 2018).
The first, and most heavily weighted, threat 
(T1) to FCA is the proposed changes to NAFTA’s rule-
of-origin clause. If adopted, the entire NAFTA region’s 
manufacturing network and supply chain would be 
completely disrupted. It would restrict automobile, 
parts, and components trade, and would result in 
material price increases for consumers (Meredith and 
LeBeau, 2018). This would significantly impact FCA, as 
it would be forced to hastily adapt to the modifications, 
which in turn would have a ripple effect on prices and 
bottom lines (Meredith and LeBeau, 2018). 
The second threat (T2) to FCA is rising interest 
rates and falling used car prices. Historically, the threat 
of rising interest rates has hurt new car sales and caused 
used car prices to drop (Bartosiak, 2018). This results 
in consumers choosing to buy used vehicles rather than 
invest in a new ones. It causes some consumers to forgo 
vehicle purchases completely, which would negatively 
affect FCA’s revenue. 
The Trump Administration’s new tax laws are 
a third threat (T3) to FCA. In January 2018, CEO 
Marchionne announced that the new tax laws were the 
direct catalyst for his decision to move some production 
of Ram Heavy Duty trucks from Mexico back to the 
United States (Lawrence, 2018). Even with the tax code 
changes, it will still be more expensive to manufacture 
those trucks in the United States as opposed to Mexico. 
It is a costly (more than $1B) and time-consuming 
(projected completion in 2020) endeavor to reconfigure 
FCA’s existing manufacturing and supply chain 
infrastructure. 
The fourth threat (T4) to FCA would arise 
should Trump act on his dangerously irresponsible threat 
to completely withdraw from NAFTA. This will result 
in massive job losses not only at FCA and throughout 
the industry, higher costs to producers lower returns for 
investors, and fewer choices for consumers. It would 
create a less competitive American auto and supplier 
industry as tariffs would then be applied at all levels of 
production and trade (Howes, 2018). 
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Another threat (T5) to FCA is the industry’s 
transition to electric and/or self-driving cars. Being 
smaller than its competitors has caused FCA to neglect 
investment in electric or self-driving technologies. FCA 
is not currently equipped to compete with industry 
leaders such as Toyota (i.e. Prius) or Tesla (i.e. Model 
3) on this platform (Bomey and Lawrence, 2018). The
last threat (T6) FCA is currently facing is the Federal 
Government’s lawsuit against it over diesel emissions-
defeat devices similar to those in Volkswagens (VW) 
(Lawrence, 2018). CEO Marchionne has publicly 
pushed back even though the U.S. Justice Department 
is willing to settle. As of mid-March 2018, a California 
court had decided to allow consumers to carry on 
with their suit against Bosch, the manufacturer of the 
components that facilitated the emissions violations in 
the diesel Rams and Jeep Grand Cherokees. This does 
not bode well for FCA as it will likely end up needing to 
explain its side publicly in court.
Organizational Analysis: FCA’s Strengths and 
Weaknesses
Our examination of the internal factors of the 
automobile industry focuses on FCA’s specific strengths 
and weaknesses, especially as they concern the rule-of-
origin clause. Our results are presented in an Internal 
Factor Analysis Summary (IFAS) Table (Table 3), which 
allows us to assign weight to specific factors shaping a 
company’s prospects. An average company would receive 
a score of 3.0. FCA’s score of 3.39 demonstrates that it 
is performing slightly above the average company in the 
automobile industry. Eight major strengths and seven 
major weaknesses are identified and analyzed below.
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Table 3: Internal Factor Analysis Summary – FCA’s Strengths and Weaknesses
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The first strength (S1) that FCA has is its new 
commitment to invest $1B in its Warren (Michigan) and 
Toledo (Ohio) plants. FCA plans to move production 
of Ram Heavy Duty trucks from Mexico to Warren by 
2020, and to build a new Jeep production facility in 
Toledo (Lawrence, 2018). These moves will add 2,500 
jobs to the metro Detroit area and help FCA avoid a 
25% tariff if NAFTA falls apart (Shepardson, 2018).
FCA’s commitment to U.S. manufacturing and 
employees is FCA’s second strength (S2). In January 
2018, the company announced that employees, 
excluding executives, would be receiving bonuses and 
profit-sharing incentives due to new tax legislation 
(Lawrence, 2018). This has enhanced FCA’s brand image 
internally and externally, and it makes for good news 
headlines. Undoubtedly, FCA’s CEO Sergio Marchionne 
is a major strength (S3). He successfully ran Fiat since 
the early 2000s, leading it out of the 2008 financial 
meltdown, and was able to acquire Chrysler for pennies 
on the dollar. He has a reputation for knowing how 
to make money and is beloved by FCA’s employees 
(Vellequette, 2018).
Globalization of Jeep and Ram brands is the 
fourth strength (S4) that FCA has going in its favor. 
Under Marchionne’s leadership, FCA was able to 
take the Jeep and Ram brands to the global market 
(Vellequette, 2018). FCA brands are now sold in South 
America, Europe, and Asia, and are even projected 
to outperform Ford in 2018. Another strength 
(S5) identified is FCA’s ability to successfully strip 
undervalued assets to return money to its shareholders. 
Again, under Marchionne, FCA was able to sell off 
CNH Industrial ($20.25B) and Ferrari ($22.34B). In 
the near future, FCA is are planning to do the same with 
its parts maker Magneti Marelli (Vellequette, 2018).
The elimination of compact and mid-sized car 
segments from FCA’s line up is another huge strength 
(S6) because it allows FCA to focus on high margin 
SUVs and trucks. It was Marchionne’s decision to 
eliminate the Chrysler 200 and Dodge Dart, which in 
turn freed up working capital to invest in manufacturing 
capacity to expand the highly profitable Jeep and 
Ram lines (Vellequette, 2018). FCA’s strong segment 
performance is an additional strength (S7). Its North 
America, Latin America, and Europe segments all had 
outstanding 2017 performances, which contributed to 
FCA’s $4.4B earnings before tax (beating out their 2016 
$1.9B figure). As a result, Marchionne predicted that 
FCA would be debt free by the end of Q2 2018. At the 
end of 2015, its debt was more than $10.75B, but at the 
end of 2017 it was down to $3B (Lawrence, 2018). The 
last strength (S8) recognized is FCA’s Maserati brand 
and its components divisions, where huge improvements 
were made (Vellequette, 2018). These improvements 
materially contributed to FCA’s strong 2017 financial 
results.
On the weakness side, the first and most 
important one (W1) is that CEO Sergio Marchionne’s 
replacement has not yet been announced.4 Marchionne 
will be retiring at the end of this year and FCA plans 
to announce his successor in June 2018 at its 5-year 
business plan meeting in Italy (Vellequette, 2018). 
Speculation states that the new CEO will come 
from within FCA, but losing the powerful figure 
of Marchionne will have an effect. Another major 
4 Editors’ note.   Michael Manley replaced the critically ill Sergio 
Marchionne as CFA’s CEO in July 2018. Manley had previously 
been the head of FCA’s Jeep Division (www.reuters.com, 20 July 
2018).
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weakness (W2) has been FCA’s painfully slow pace of 
product renewal. For the most part, the company is still 
running with an old lineup of vehicles, which it has yet 
to improve (i.e. Dodge Journey, Chrysler 300, Dodge 
Charger, Dodge Caravan, etc.). 
A weakness (W3) that may be eliminated in 
the near future (if Marchionne’s efforts and promises 
pan out) is FCA’s unattractive debt. The company still 
had $3B in debt on hand at the end of 2017; however, 
analysts believe this is not terribly concerning because 
of the company’s aggressive actions taken to pay it down 
(Bomey and Lawrence, 2018).
The repeated delay of new product launches 
is the fourth weakness (W4) identified for FCA. The 
company has missed several release dates for promised 
luxury SUVs, such as the Jeep Wagoneer and Grand 
Wagoneer. This damages their image, and may cause 
consumers and investors to look elsewhere (Bomey 
and Lawrence, 2018). The fifth weakness (W5) for 
FCA is their botched reintroduction of Fiat to the 
U.S. Under Marchionne, FCA required U.S. dealers 
to make extensive capital investments in new Italian-
style showrooms to segregate the Fiat lineup, instead 
of showing it in existing Chrysler showrooms. This 
made huge dents in profits from the Fiat line in the U.S 
(Vellequette, 2018).
Another Marchionne-related weakness (W6) 
for FCA was his refusal to sell off the unprofitable Alfa 
Romeo brand to VW. Due to a personal feud with VW 
CEO Martin Winterkorn, Marchionne rejected the 
opportunity to sell Alfa Romeo to VW opting instead to 
invest $6B into the brand. Unfortunately, Alfa Romeo 
continues to be plagued with technical issues and has yet 
to turn a profit (Vellequette, 2018). The last weakness 
(W7) identified for FCA is that it does not yet offer 
electric or self-driving cars. FCA potentially faces huge 
costs of developing, selling, and servicing these types of 
vehicles. Electric Jeeps are not projected to be included 
in FCA’s lineup until 2020 (Bomey and Lawrence, 
2018).
Formulating a Strategy
When we combine FCA’s most significant opportunities, 
threats, strengths, and weaknesses into a matrix called 
the Strategic Factor Analysis Summary (SFAS), we 
can develop strategies that FCA can use to deal with 
potential changes to NAFTA’s rule-of-origin clause. 
The SFAS Table organizes relevant external and internal 
factors to enable strategic decisions to be made based on 
the highest-weighted factors from the EFAS and IFAS 
tables. These will help us predict the future success of 
FCA. An average company would receive a score of 3.0. 
FCA’s score of 3.91 demonstrates that it should perform 
better than the average company in the automobile 
industry in the near future. Using the SFAS Table, we 
have generated three strategies for FCA to use to prepare 
for any outcome related to NAFTA’s rule of origin 
clause.
The first strategy (Strategy 1) for FCA is to 
use S1 to exploit O2; that is, to use the new $1B 
investments in the Warren and Toledo plants to exploit 
the global demand for Jeep and Ram brands. This 
can provide insulation from any potential changes to 
the rule-of-origin clause and provide protection from 
the 25% tariffs that would go into effect if NAFTA is 
dissolved (Dawson and Stoll, 2018). Another bonus 
is the eventual tax benefits that FCA will receive by 
investing in domestic manufacturing facilities. The 
cons to this strategy are that a sudden drop in demand 
for Jeep or Ram brands could negate the investment 
in the two plants, as they are slated to produce Ram 
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Heavy Duty trucks and Jeeps in the U.S. where 
production costs are higher. If the existing NAFTA 
survives, this strategy will still be more expensive than 
manufacturing in Mexico (Meredith and LeBeau, 2018). 
Massive expenditures related to plant investment could 
contribute to an even slower pace of product renewal or 
the continued delay of product launches because cash 
Table 4: A Strategic Factor Analysis for FCA
flows would be diverted away from these activities.
The second strategy (Strategy 2) for FCA is 
to use S3 to exploit O4. FCA could encourage Sergio 
Marchionne to use his power as a public figure to speak 
out against changes to the current NAFTA even after 
he retires. The pros to this are that he is a well-known 
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and well-respected executive in the industry. He has a 
charismatic personality that grabs the public’s attention 
and he is beloved by the employees of FCA. He can use 
this status to advocate and lobby on behalf of FCA’s 
best interests. The cons to this strategy are that he is 
retiring from FCA, so he may lose some of his ability to 
influence policy and public opinion. His message against 
making changes to NAFTA could be misinterpreted by 
some as being against American workers. Additionally, 
the new CEO may not have the same vision or opinions 
as Marchionne.
The third strategy (Strategy 3) is for FCA to 
use S4 to exploit O3. FCA must use the successful 
globalization of its Jeep and Ram brands to exploit its 
cross-border manufacturing and supply-chain network. 
The pro to this strategy is that FCA gains access to 
new and evolving customer bases around the globe. 
This means that it may be somewhat insulated against 
changes to NAFTA because international customers 
will not be affected by modifications to the rule-of-
origin clause. FCA already has existing manufacturing 
facilities in South America, Europe, and Asia that can 
respond to new global demands. The con to this strategy 
is that if the Jeep and Ram brands suffer a sudden drop 
in demand abroad, then FCA may be more deeply 
impacted within the NAFTA region if the rule-of-origin 
clause is altered. Political instability in other regions 
where those brands are manufactured or sold is always 
a threat to FCA’s bottom line. They must constantly 
monitor and evaluate global and regional demand and 
political situations so that they can react appropriately 
to fluctuations in demand. They must be able to react to 
changes and modify their supply chains as required or 
make use of existing channels. All three of the strategies 
outlined above would help FCA to hedge against the 
effects from any potential outcome of the ongoing 
NAFTA renegotiations.
Conclusion
Canada, Mexico, and the American automotive industry 
are not in favor of President Trump’s plans to renegotiate 
NAFTA and modify the rule-of-origin clause, because 
of the resulting disruption to the established supply-
chain networks and the subsequent price increases 
expected for consumers (Howes, 2018).  Fortunately 
for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, we do not expect there 
will be any significant changes to NAFTA this year 
(O’Grady, 2017). Additionally, it is even more likely that 
negotiations will stall this year because of the polarized 
American political climate and the 2018 midterm 
elections. We expect that furthering the narrative 
against the existing NAFTA will hurt the United States’ 
economy and trade reputation abroad. There are already 
consequences to this rhetoric in that our closest trading 
partners, Canada and Mexico, are actively seeking new 
trade markets with countries like Brazil and China to 
insulate themselves against potential transformations to 
NAFTA. 
We anticipate that FCA will be in a strong 
position to weather any potential changes to NAFTA 
and/or its rule-of-origin clause. We trust that that 
they will continue to benefit from the existing state of 
NAFTA in the meantime. Even with the impending 
retirement of CEO Marchionne, it is evident that 
FCA has many strengths that it can utilize to target 
successfully the opportunities available in the face of 
NAFTA’s uncertain future.
Our predictions must be qualified by some 
limitations, however. The situation is hard to read 
because of the Trump Administration’s inconsistent 
message. The Trump Administration rarely gives a 
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clear explanation of its intentions and often changes its 
stance. This April, the Trump Administration changed 
its position on NAFTA’s rule-of-origin clause, lowering 
its regional demand for car content to 75% from the 
original 85%, and has dropped its requirement that 
50% of a car be made from U.S. content (Mauldin 
and Hughes, 2018). Its hopes are that this will get it 
closer to a deal with Mexico and Canada for a revised 
NAFTA. This uncertainty is compounded by the fact 
that renegotiations of NAFTA are not shaped only by 
America. Canada and Mexico also hold substantial 
power in the negotiations and there is political 
uncertainty surrounding NAFTA in both countries.
Christine Hogan-Berisha is a Production and Inventory 
Control Analyst at the Associates of Cape Cod, Inc. She has 
a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting and Finance, 
with a Concentration in Accounting. She is currently 
enrolled at Bridgewater State in the Graduate Certificate in 
Accounting program and plans to take the Certified Public 
Accountant exam.
Parker Merritt graduated in spring 2018 from 
Bridgewater State University, where he earned a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Accounting and Finance, with a 
Concentration in Finance. He currently works in the back 
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